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The Addams Family musical was shown at the Tulsa Performing Arts Center this past week 

straight off Broadway. This new, exciting plot with interesting twists brought the original cast 

members back from the grave and alive on stage. Wednesday Addams, the young adult daughter 

in the Addams family, has fallen in love with a normal boy. And to her parents’ dismay, they’ve 

announced their engagement at a formal dinner in the family’s Central Park Victorian style 

mansion.  

This comedic portray of a future in-laws’ first meeting is hysterical and easy to relate to. 

Wednesday’s parents, dark and mysterious Morticia and proud Latino Gomez, along with her 

chubby, devious younger brother Pugsley, are far from your average New York family and keep 

finding ways to embarrass her in front of her soon-to-be husband’s parents. Her kooky Uncle 

Fester, crazy Grandmama and lanky butler Lurch are always up to something as well and 

Wednesday is crossing her fingers that things go smoothly. 

A large part of the cast was the Addams family ancestors, portrayed as ghosts, which Uncle 

Fester brought out of the grave to help Wednesday with this important dinner. Since it was a 

musical, they didn’t walk around like zombies with torn clothes but danced and sang throughout 

the show. They were pure white, dressed as though they were in the time period they originally 

were from and were treated as though they were out of town relatives rather than ghosts. The 

caveman and 1920’s flapper, just to name a few, were part of the 10 person chorus line that tied 

together the whole musical.  



When you think of the cast members of The Addams Family show that aired back in the 1960’s, 

you may forget about Cousin It and The Thing. These characters we portrayed with the help of a 

puppeteer who also managed to bring monsters to life on the stage. In one scene where Pugsley 

is worried that his tortuous relationship with his sister will change after she marries Lucas 

Beineke, Morticia calms her son by saying there will be monsters under his bed as he sleeps.  

Suddenly a five foot tail slides out from underneath the bed followed by huge legs and a large 

dragon-like head at the other end of the bed. Pugsley is reassured and falls asleep as the monster 

crawls across the stage, carrying the bed along with him. Basil Twist, the puppeteer on tour with 

The Addams Family musical is an award winning artist in puppetry and has been on tour with 

many musicals including Beauty and the Beast and Hansel and Gretel.  

I have to admit that I was a little skeptical about this musical. As someone who enjoyed Mama 

Mia and Wicked, I was sure that this would not be a favorite of mine. A musical about a creepy 

family that involves ghosts and monsters may not seem like an ideal picture of entertainment for 

some, but I can assure you this was a musical I’ll never forget. With the current interest in 

supernatural plots and storylines, from vampires and werewolves to fairies and ghosts, The 

Addams Family remains a timeless tale. With the new storyline, characters and music, The 

Addams Family characters are brought to life and this wonderful musical is perfect for every age.  


